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Many of you subscribe to Cottage Life, the
t'zine that manages to put togettrer "'six times ayear-

an informative and entertaining issue on all aspects of this
activity. An item in the March edition that cauqht my eye wa!

entitle"d,"Goveming from the Oval Flammock", by Orland
French. Mr. Frenctr, having been elected president of his
cottage association came to an early realization that as long as
he dii as little as possible in terms of "offrcial duties", he could
remain presidenf for life, presiding over a peaceful regtmg t1
which tle primary concern of members was eqioying their
surroundings. Wftbn some member demanded action on a real
or irnagini issue, Mr. French would strike a committee, ard
then alpoint as the chair the member who had first uttered '
Comniiitees did not proliferate a great deal underMr' French's
administration But eveentually, says Mr. Frencb "life at thg
more complicated ( rypsy moth acid rairL speedlake" got
"municipat
got moJe activist and

planning): memben
boats,
demands for action became more frequent. He quickly, ard
apparently gratefully released his hold on the presidenry'

There is always room for improvement, of course. To
maintain the heatm of me GBLLA' ard perhaps improve it's
capabilities, we need the suppoft of members in these areas:
the membenhip rolls, program operation and participation in
ttre structure of the association

First, membership. Our numbers are healthy' and seem to
be on a slightly rising trend. But there remain newcomers to
the area who have noljoine4 perhaps because they have not
heard of the Associatioq or have yet to be convinced it will
be of benefit to thern (On the other han4 each year we are
gratified to get a few inquiries from.npnJe who have just
6ought propirty and are-anxious to join in order to show
their suiport and get a "quick read" on the- issues of concem.) 'i'ire cunent members are the best ad for the organiz*
tion. Talk up the Association with someone you know to be
a potential member. Pass tlrem your copy.of the newsletter,
and invite them to atterd the annual meeting.
Cont'd on page 2

While the article was mostly tongue-in-cheeh an obvious
truth emerged: there are more issues facing rural residents,
seasonal a-id p"t*aoent" that at any time in the past' Cuts in
services by governmens at all levels, greaterpressures on
the land airA-tf,e quality of water, the health of the local economy, and a knowiedge of the limits of natural resources available to us have heightened our awareness of the need to
cooperate at a local level. An association such as oun is one
obvious example of a way to stay informed. to advance positions on issuei as a grcup, and to operate "self-help" improvement Progmms.
Most observers of our scene seem to agree that the
has been relatively successful as associations go' It
was begun as a rcsponse to a conEovenial development initiative-on Bob's Lake. It continued as an organization because the charter members realized that a collective and
informed voice composed of associated members was nuny
times more useful tlran the voices of an equivalent number of
individuals. It has evolved as an organization into one tlut,
while maintaining vigilance on issues of concern and consulting with towrship councillors and ofhcials, also participales
in-and coordinates beneficial programs in partnership with
the provincial goverrunent and others. We have a solid membership base and credibility with township council and pro-
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President's Message (Cont'd)

As we often say, there are ongoing prognrns in which
members are encouraged to participate as volunteers, or as
beneficiaries. Examples of the former: the waterquality surveillance progmm, in which members trke weekly readings
in their part of the lake, so that we can maintain the data base
that helps show the trends in water clarity, an irdicator of
quality; the buoy marker prograrq where each spring,embers
undertake to install buoys provided by the Association to
mark shoals. A beneficial program that we have yet to make
good use of is the MAPLE shoreline rehabilitation effort.
MAPLE ("Mutual Assistance for The Protection of Lake Environments") provides free of charge, (but not of effort),
young trces ard shrubs that members may plant along shorelines depleted of the plant life that'is vital in controlling run-

Rideau Lake Stewardship
Meeting
Angus Laidlaw

On Febnrary 9tb I attended the tudeau Lake Stewardship
meeting in Manoticlq Ontario. This was tlre secord such
meeting of the Rideau Vdley Conservation Authority officials and lake association people, in an effort to put together
a structure for advancing lake stewardship in general, and the
RCVA strategic objective of no net decline in water quality
in particular. The effort is in the context of tlp Authority's
view that it must develop partnerships with interest groups,
among them associations, in order to deal with current and

off and capturing unwanted nutrients.

fuhrre issues.

Finally, the continued operation of the Association depends greatly on the activity of its executive and board of dircctors. We have had some new additions to the board, as of
the last annual meeting, and these idividuals will be of great
value to the conductof ourprograms. Still, all board members are volunteers, and each has other commitments on his
and her time. We do need more individuals to sit on the
board to share the effort and at some point to assume responsibilities of executive positions (which anyone volunteering
for election to the board should be prepared to assume.). I
would ask that those members of the association who are prepared to stard for election to the board this year let a current
board memberknow. Ask questions. There are no obligatioru
obviously
at this point. Alternatively, come to
ttp annual meeting with a nominator and seconder arranged.
Nominations to the board are accepted from any member in
good standing prior to, or at the annual meeting.

The Authority identified four categories of activity which
it is pursuing:

-

-

All that is required is a willingness to participate in charting the course of the Associatioq and to contribute a measof time and effort to continue the worthwhile work.

ure

(1) Education and Public Awareness:
Exemplified inthe TV Ontario/RVCA co-produced
video, "The Endless Ribbon", about the ecological importance of the shorelirre, in the watershed contexl The video
was broadcast on TVO on March 2 ard the tape will be
widely available thereafter. A second editionof the "Rideau
Enquirer" is planned. In additiorL the Authority is proposing
an "Enviroguide Booklet" which may featurre an item that allows the readerto score septic tankperformarce. Funding
for the booklet is still problematic.

(2) StewardshiplRemedial Action programs:
This involves the current extension services provided
by RVCA and possible coalitions and lobbying efforts, for
example to bolster support for MAPLE.

(3) Municipal Planning Pmcesses:
The Authority is thinking about what corntitutes good

plannirg. Eecall that Bedford's proposed Official Plan recognizes Authority criteria.; To this end" it is producing documents on planning poliry, guidelines and on municipal site

..... Angus Laidlaw

evaluation guidelines. A site plan control workshop is
planned to help educate real estate developers and agents,
and individuals proposing to dwelop property fortheirown

Membership

use.

Barb Merrill

Spring is almost upon us. What
be. A very tough winter in N.Y.S.

a

welcome sight it

will

Since spring is a rerrcwal, let us renew ow efforts in finding new memben for GBLLA. We are very fortunate to
have an interested and supportive membership. My hope is
that we will continue to grow in 1993. Please shake the
bushes for new prospects.

Your association is committed to the proper presewation
of our natural surroundings. Let's keep it growing. Have
those rakes at the ready.

(4) Monitoring and Evaluation:
That is of proglams, results and water quality. Monitoring and evaluation are importanf but the Authority admits
that not much has yet been done in this area.
The meeting moved on to permit association representatives to advise as to plans for their various lakes this
coming year. This sort of communication all agreed is
higlrly useful, in tlrat we can share ideas on objectives, projects and methods. An immediate result is the Authority's
Cont'd on Page 3
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Word to the \Mse Sawyer (Cont'd)

Gaudy<oloured boots make the wrong fashion stiatement
in the bustr, but they do prevent the tired woodcutter from
some
mistaking his foot for a log. Safety gloves and mitts
with a modicum of protective material on the back of the left
hand
designed morc to improve grlp and perhaps
-are
damp some vibration than to protect terder flesh.

-

A high-reving saw makes an immediate impact when it
contacts an unprotected leg or arm. The damage caused to
tle ean, however, is more pervasive. Large saws used by loggers can send a decibel meter screaming toward the "threshold of sersation" level at 120 dB: most home-market saws
emit a still dangerous 98 to 105 dB. The Canadian Hearing
Society recommends no more than 15 minutes of unprotected exposure to any device that operates in this noisy decibel neighbourhood. "Extended use of a chain saw without
ear protection will eventually damage the eardrums," says

Simple Steps Show Septic Sense
One of the more significart topics of concern in lake areas is the septic tank and the

potential for migration of efiIu-

ent into rvaterbodies that can adversely affect water qualtty.
Aside from placing a new septic system in an appropriate location relative to the wateftody, there are some routine practices to follow to avoid problems with the tank that could
lead to problems for the local water quality.

.

Staggerbaths and clottres wash loads to avoid overloading the system during any one period.

o Don't pour liquid grease or fat coffee grounds,

paper
torvels, facial tissues, sanitary napkiru, or any type of
wrapping material down the drains or toilets.

.

Zohonky.

Use only white non-flufff toilet tissue; paper dyes are
harmful to bacteria needed for decomposition

Using earmuffs or inexpensive foam or soft silicone earplugs cuts up to 30 dB from the damaging portion of a saw's
sfuiek. Most loggers wear integral headgear that consists of
muffs attached to a hard hat with a pivoting screened shield
for$40 to $50. Screened shields or
foreye protection
goggles are better than clear-plastic eye wear because they
will not fog orbecome smeared with oily sawdust.

.

The bill for a complete safety package can runto half that
of a new saw, an expense which most woodcutters apparently find hard to justiS. "Part of being Canadian is using a
chain saw at some point in your life," says David Dehaas,
project coordinator for the Forest Product Accident Preven-

o Don't drive or park over the drainage field.

-all

Be sparing in your use of chemical drain cleaners, toilet
bowl cleaners and bleach. Instead of a chemical bowl
cleaner, add a gallon of white vinegar to the water in the
toilet bowl. Let it sit for a few hours, then flush it down.

o

Direct the runoff from roof gufters and down spouts
away from the drainage field.

o Don't use commercial

tank teatnents. They can

liquef

the sludge, which can then flow into the drainage field
and clog its lines. To hasten the decomposition process,
every six months mix one-half pound of brewer's yeast
in rvarm water and flush it down a toilet.

tion Association in Ontario. Too ofteq unfortunately, that
rite of passage leads directly to the hospital emergency entrance.

o

If there is no grcase cap onthe line betweenyourkitchen
drain and the septic tank, arrange to have one installed.

o

If it's possible, and if local codes permit, install a seeP
age pit to catch the effluent from your clothes washer.
This prevents overload of the septic system and keeps

Reprinted with permission of Harrowsmith Magazine
Copyright 1993 Chris Knowles
Telemedia Communications Ltd.

out chemicals that may interfere with its working properly.

AIV]VUAL MEETING

C. Matena [From Associated Press).
Thanks to Frank Dewtt for this submission

Sunday, August 1st, 1993
1:00 pm

Bedford Township Hall
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Voluntary Fish Sanctuaries
in Bob's Lake

Fish Habitat -Conserving our
Hidden Assets

Angus Laidlaw

(abridged from Fisheries and Oceans publication)

In an effort to improve and safeguard the population
of bass, the Bob's Lake CFIP program and the Ministry
of Natural Resources are laurching the "voluntary fish
sanctuarS/" corrcept in our area. The prognurL which involves only the posting of signs in desigruted bass
spawning grounds, is designed to prevent adult bass

from being lured offnests, thus exposing unguarded
spawn to natural predaton.
Bass fishing season begins in early June. Between

iceout and that time, anglers may inadvertently hook
bass, which they must by law release. However, spawn
may be taken by predaton even in the short time involved in landing and releasing the adult bass that was
guarding the nest.

One solution to the problem is to protect a few areas
that are known to be rich bass spawning grounds by asking anglers to refrain from any fishing activity in these
areas during the spawning seasor\ so as to avoid the

problem of accidentally hooking bass.
The Ministry of Natural Resources has introduced
the concept on several lakes in Ontario. Ministry officials believe it has been effective, largely because ofa
geat degree of cooperationby anglen. There is no legal sanction irvolved. Anglen voluntarily refrain from
fishing in tlrc areas, which are shown to be sanctuaries
by large signs that explain the program and describe the
area in a map drawn onto the sigrr. The signs are posted
conspicuously on the edges ofthe area.

Through consultations between the GBLLA/CFIP
volunteers and MNR, four areas are to be designated
voluntary sanctuaries: orrc in Buck Bay, two in Green
Bay and one in the west basin of Bob's Lake. The Ministry would like to receive the endorsement of the people who reside in the designated bays, and particularly
those on whose shoreline the signs would be placed.
Perhaps understandably, not much opposition to the proposal is expected. It is important to note that the lake as
a whole has a number of bass spawning areas, and a
fairly sizable bass population. The voluntary satlctuary
progmm is deliberately limited to a few spawning
grounds only, so as to encourage reasonable replenishment of the population while not impairing legal fishing
for other species during bass spawning season.
As far as those who reside in the designiated areas,
the only effect you are likely to observe is the hoped-for
abserrce of anglers in your area during the spawning period. Incidentally, the proposal has some flexibility to
it. It is NOT intended tha! for example, a person who
wishes to drop a line offthe cottage dock that is in a designated area be prevented from doing so.3
Cont'd on Page 7

The value of fisheries
Ontario's fisheries are a significant source of recreation
and food, and the basis of a traditional way of life. A vital ingredient in the generation of these economic and social bene-

fits is the maintenance of healthy fish habitats. This means
a comprelrersive approachto fisheries numagement

tlnt in-

cludes not only the conservation of existing fish habitats, but
also the restoration and development of fish habitats to support the fisheries of the future.

The culprits
Among the most common threats to fish habitats are
those associated with:

o
o

removal ofsard orgravel frombeaches, riverbanks or
streambeds

o
o

industrial and municipal waste discharges
st(€amdiversion
intakes for water supplies, cooling water and inigation
dredgingorfillingof manhlands
introduction of sill contaminants and otherpolluturts
land clearing to provide for agricultural or urban devel-

e
o

building ofcauseways, wharves, marinas ard reservoirs
pipelines, transmission lines, road and rail construction

.
r
r

opment

These activities and many others may do irreparable damage to habitat, to fish and to the people who, economically

and socially, depend on fish. Any project that upsets the
physical, chemical and biological balance of fish habitats
must be carefully plarured to prevent damage.

Leffer of the law
The Fisheries Act of Canada contains specific sections designed to protect what the Act describes as "fish habitats" - a
term which covers a great variety of areas including the
spawning grounds and nursery, rearing, food supply and migration areas on whichfish depend, directly or indirectly, in
order to carry out their life processes.

In other words, the habitats include not only the waters of
rivers, lakes, streams and oceans in which the fish live, but
also the associated areas in which plants and other life forms
interact to make fish life possible.

What can you do?
Contact other concemed people in your area and work together towards the identification of local fish habitat problems as well as habitat restoration and development
opportunities. Bring your ideas and concems directly to
those involved in the conservation and development of fish
habitats in your area. Success cailrct rely solely on dedicated government action, it calls for the active participation
of society as a whole.

Greater Bob's Lake
Landowners Association
Membershi p Application

Name

Summer Address

Lot and Concession No

T

Winter Address

Telephon e

_

Enclosed.is $25.00 in dues
Additional Donation:
Lake Preseruation Fund
Emergency Equipment

_
_

General Fund
Fish Stocking

Total

-

Please remit funds to the Greater Bob's Lake Landowners Association, care

ol

c/o The Bunidge Store

RR #2
Godfrey, Onurio
KOH ITO

Committed to the preservation of the lakes, lands and wildlife of the
Greater Bob's Lake area
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Greater Bob's Lake Landowners Association
Rideau Lake Stewardship Meeting (Cont'd)

agreement to maintain a mailing list through which newsletters may be exchanged.
We then identified a number of issues that need attentiorl
and out ofthese the three that surfaced as priorities -- not surprisingly -- were water quality (and a host of sub-items),
habitat concems (fish and witdlife) and shoreline restoration.
There appears to be broad support for the stewardship ef-

fort. At the momen! it is a relatively costless way to provide
and obtain a lot of information. With continued effort by an
obviously sympathetic and dedicated RVCA and association
participation (including keeping an eye on the Authority!),
we migtrt be able to build a base from which we can influence the thinking of towrnhips, the county and perhaps
Queen's Park.

Continuity is a concern. It was suggested that associations name a delegate and an altemate, ard tlrat minutes be
produced by the Authority for the record, and for the benefit
of altemates who may attend meetings infrequently. It was
also suggested that association boards appoinr a "lake steward" to be the primary delegate.

Rideau Canal Watching Levels
Closely

3

Public Meeting Witl Examine
Bedford Lakes fssues
Angus Laidlaw

As reported inthe last issue of the Newslefter, The Bedford Lakes Committee has been formed to address a wide
range of issues irwolving the wat€rbodies in that township.
The committee has met six times sirre last May and has discussed the direction it should take to promote sound principles of waterquality rnanagement As anadvisory
committee to Bedford Township Council, it is intended as a
fomm for tlrc ideas and concems of residents, both seasonal
and permanent. Some of the subjects that the committee

will receive attention include water quality managemert, sewage and septic systems, and shoreline dwelophopes

ment, but it is open to discussion on any other issues
concern that relate to lakes quality.

of

One of the committee's primary finctioru will be to organne public events and meetings tlut will brcaden our
knowledge in these areas. The first is to be held at the Bedford Township Hall on Saturday, June 5th from 10:00 am until noon. It will involve a panel of individuals representing
the three area conservation authorities and the provincial
Ministries of Environment and Natual Resources. Panel
members will answer questions posed by a moderator. The
morning will begin with a presentation of the film/video
"Ribbon of Life", which deals with the critical importance of
the shorclire ecosystem in the context of the Rideau watersheds. The progam hasbeenbroadcastonthe TVOntario

network.

Angus Laidlaw

Water levels in the Rideau watershed are receiving close
attention from the Rideau Canal Authority. At this writing
(March 23rd), the Authority is "concemed but rpt alarmed"
over what the coming fiechette will look like. Snowfall this
winter has been higher tlnn normal, the ground remains frozpnand temperatures have been lower than usual for late
March Thus it is expected that rises in daytime temperatures
will be unusually fast, in which case runoff rate and volume
will be high. Spring rainfall could be a significant factor also.
The primary concern for the Authority at this time of year
is the dorvnstream level, that is on Christie Lake, on the Tay
and at Perttr" At the same time thouglt, the Authority wants
to see the reservoin filled in any given spring. That is not expected to be a problem this year.

As permanent residents and winter visitors to our area
know, the lakes became virtually impassable by late February and early March. A snow cover of 2-3 feet and major
drifts prevented access by most vehicles. Even snowmobiles
were stalled in their tracks, and it was reported that the endof-season removal of ice-fishing huts was no easy task.

The June 5th meeting is the first effort by this committee
a forum for exchange of information on matters
of importance to the curent and future qualtty of the township's waterbodies. It needs your support in the form of
your attendance. The planned program for the meeting, although fairly brief, will be enligltening and useful. Members of the GBLLA are urged to attend.

to develop

Preserving our Lakes
The Bedford Lakes Committee of the Township of Bedford cordially invites you to attend a public meeting at which
a panel of experts will answer questioru concerning the present and future quality of the lakes inBedford. The panel
will include representatives of the Onbrio Ministry of Natural Resources, Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Rideau
Valley Corservation Authority, Cataraqui Cornervation
Authority and the Napanee Cornervation Authority.

The Placq Bedford Community HalI
The Date: Saturday, June 5, 1993
The Time: 10:00 am to noon

P
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Word to the Wise Sawyer
His cutting chores finished for the day, Emie Zohorsky
released the throtfle trigger on his chain saw and casually
put it down next to the woodpile. Urseen by hirq a small
branch protruding from the stack of freshly cut firewood lay
directly in the path of the saw's still-spining chain. That apparently innocuous stick was about to end Zohonlcy's 25

yean of accident-free cutting.
He still shudders at the thought of what happened next.
"The tip of the bar hit tlnt piece of wood and came flying
right at my face, so I irntinctively grabbed the bar in the air
with my left hand." Fortumtely, the chain had almost
stopped, so it merely chewed up Zohorsky's hand instead of
mangling it beyond repair. "I still have trouble bending one
of the fingen, but othenilse, I'd say I'm preffy luclcy, no
doubt about

it"

Luck was not on the side of another woodcutter near

Squamis[ British Columbi4 last summer. When a tiny
spring on the chain-brake mechanism of his two-week old
saw snapped, he never bothered to repair the safety device,
but simply disconnected it. A short time later, the tip of the
saw bit into a hidden log, and lhe chain was still traveling at

full

speed when

it

reached his throat.

eliminates the risk of kickback but limits the size of the log
can cut. Yet kickback accidents and other mishaps still occur, often tluough ignorance of cufting techniques and frequently near the end of the day, when fatigue
can dull safety awareness. "It's like driving a.car," says Zohorsky, Canradian service manager for Homelite chain saws.
"Your eyes and your attention have to be on the road, or otherwise, you're going to get hurt."

tlnt the saw

Because legs are so vulnerable, a pair ofapproved safety
pants or chaps should be worn by anyone using a chain saw.

Most modern safety panls gain their chain-stopping strength
from multiple layers of loosely wovenKevlar orballistic nylon. When the teeth of the chain touch the pant, they hook
long strands of the strong fibres, extncting them from the
garment in sufficient quantity to clog the drive sprocket and
swiftly stop the chain's rotation
Pants carrying a BNQ (Le Bureau de normalisation du
Quebec) or WCB (Workers' Compensation Board) approval
label must be able to stop a chain traveling at 3,000 feet per
minute before it cuts through the lining material. some saws,
however, can reach speeds of almost 5,000 feet per minute,
yet this voluntary standard does not rcqufue that the garment's level of protectionbe indicated on the label. Still,
without mandatory national standards for safety equipment,
a BNQ or WCB sticker or label remains the consumer's only
assurance that at least a minimum level of safety has been
met.

Fatal chain saw accidents such as this one are rare, but
hospitals treat an alarming number of professional and casual woodcutters who have sawed up flesh and bone instead
of pine and maple. Although no one is keeping track in Canada the US Cornumer Product Safety Commission estimates that 44,019 chain saw users required emergency-room
teatment in the United States last year. Another source suggests that at least the same number of injuries were patched
up in small clinics and not reported.

Olaf Knezevic, an engineer with the Workers' Compersation Board of British Columbia and an active promoter of
safer saws and safety gear, admits tttat tlrc consumer would
be better served by a more stringent standards system. "I've
argued passionately for meaningful labeling requirements,
such as listing the actual perfonnance ofa pant and notjust
that it meets the standar4" says Knezevic, who is also chairman of the Canadian Standards Association chain saw technical committee. "And the vast majority of chain saw users
the home market
have no protection at all against inferior
products.. Their only recourse is to go to cou4 when it's too

-

Given the risks involved, you would expect that most of
the roughly 120,000 Canadiarn who purchase a new chain
saw each year would also spring for safety pants or chaps,
boots, gloves, earmuffs or plugs, and eye protection. You
wouldbewrong. "I'd say only about 20 percentofbuyers
even ask about safety equipment," says Ron Robinson, sales
manager at the Chain Sarv Clinic in Toronto. "Most seem to
be more attached to their money than to their arms."

Prices for approved safety pants range from about $50 to
more than $110. The most expensive safety pants encircle
both legs with Kevlar or nyloq but because cuts to the back
of the leg are ftre, lighterand coolerpants withfiont-only

Or their legs. The largest percentage of chain saw i4iuries

coverage are an affordable altemative. Tougher Kevlar flbre
requires fewer layen to match the protection of nylorl

occur around the left knee. The most serious accidents are
caused by a sudden violent kickback motion of the saw produced when the chain teeth at the tip of the guide bar (where
the chain travels vertically rather than horizontally) bite
against something solid" thereby trarsferring all that kinetic
energy to the stationary saw. Although not required by law,
most modern saws have a manual or, even better, an inertiaactivated chain-brake mechanism that quickly stops the spinning chain when the saw suddenly rears backward. As well,
chairs with less aggressive teetb designed for the consumer
market, possess less kickback energy (though less cutting
power too), and some saws have a tip guard that covers the
chain completely as it rounds the end of the guide bar, which

-

late."

though its strength has been shown to weaken with sustained
hard use or when laundered improperly. 'oBecause of this,"
says Knezevic, "chaps may be a better choice than pants.
They go outside yourpants, so you probably won't wash
them as often. Plus, because one size fits all, they can be
used by more than one persorl"
Chain saw safety boots also use nylon or Kevlar pads in
addition to thick layers of slippery rubber to fend off a
chain's advances
least momentarily. "What safety
boots and pants mainly do is give you reaction time," notes
Mark Kingsley, sales manager for Husqvama products.

-at

Cont'd on page 5
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Grcatcr Bob 's Lake Landorvners Association
Fish Sanduaries Cont'd

Securing erdorsement from affected landownen is our responsibility, and we think the Newsletter is the most efficient
way to do that. The maps in this issue show the proposed
deiignated areas. The views of those who reside in the areas
are welcomed. In particular, if you are in an area, and for
some reason you oppose the proposal, we want to hear from
of the areas,
you.
-Cfp As for placing the signs on the "edges"
belandowners
permission
of
the
volunteers will seek

fore doing so.
The proposal has been erdorsed by the Ontario Federation of Hunters and Anglers, whose rlame will appear on the
signs along with tlpse of GBLLA and MNR'
We think this is an excellent proposal that will benefit
ourfish stocks and demonstrate the commitment of the Association to good rcsource management practice. We hope we
can count on the support of the members for the proposal
and for is effective implementation
@lease refer to enclosed map indicating locations of
untary fish sanctuaries. )

vol-

Some Social Events in Bedford

The Ontario Forest Bird
Monitoring Program
Lyn Mclntyre

Our impact on the envircnment may not be immediate,
but over the long term our actions can effect the ecological
integrity and biodiversity in any given ecosystern With the
irrcrease in irdustrial and housing developmeng agricultural
land use changes, and logging pnactices, forests are becoming more fragmented throughout Ontario. Coupled with the
lois of wintering habihq it is critical to learn what is happening to the richness and abundance of our forest birdsBirds are habitat specific ard are affectedby subtle
changes in the environment Acting as the canary intlp coal
mine-or an environmental barometer, they can provide us

with information about the health of the ecosystem. Monitoring the distribution and diversity of bird species over time is
a good indication of the status of the emrironment.

The forest Bird MonitoringProgram (FBluP) was started
in 1987 by the Canadian Wildlife service, Ontario Region as
a pilot study to determine ttre feasibility of operating a vol-.
unteer-based suwey for forest birds. FBMP sets out to monitor species present in a broad sample of fopst qpes and the
methodology ensures tlnt counts include forest interior species.

This Season

Why participate in the FBMP?

FIREMAN'S CHICKEN BARBEQUE AND DAI{CEMay 2lnd;Entertainment: Arur Banks and Band. At the
Beiford Fire Hall in Bunidge. Tickets available from all
fremen.
TENNIS TOURNAMENT -- May 29th; Mixed doubles
and doubles. AtBedford Community Hall. Teams needed.
For more information call Karen Green at 374-3320. Sponsoredby and proceeds to Bedford Recreation Committee.
f,'ATHER'S

DAY FISH FRY *

June

l9th. At Bedford

Community Hall. Tickets available there. 4:30 pm.

CANADA DAY CELEBRATION - July lst. AtBedford Community Hall. Lots of fun. Free admission. Great
fireworks after dark
FIREMEN'S ANNUAL BEEF BARBEQUE - JUIY
17th. At Bedford Fire Hall in Bunidge. Tickets available
from all firemen.
BEDFORD RECREATION YOUTH NIGHT -Runs

from 7:30 to 8:30 pm at the Bedford
Community Hall. July and August under 16 welcome. Free
admission

every Wednesday night

The program provides an enjoyable way to conribute
more tobkd conservation It takes you into and helps you
learn more about the forest, a somewhat poorly undentood
habitat. Your observations will contribute to a better understanding of forest bird populations in Ontario, providing data
that will help implement research ad conservation activities
to benefit our forest birds.

What's required of

a volunteer?

The FBMP requires that the volunteer can identiff-local
birds by both sight and sound. If you are uncertain of your
birding ability, you may survey a plot inyour area to familiarize yourself with the songs of the plot's breeding birds, or
you may wish to accompany an experienced volunteer.
Once you can adequately suwey a plot on your owq your
aata witt be compiled with those from other plots. If you decide to participatb in the FBMP, it is best to make a commitment to survey your plot(s) for sweral consecutive years.
Volunteers seiect one or more forest plots and visit the
plot(s) twice during the height of the breeding seasor

For more information' please contact:
Lyn Mclntyre at 1-800-267-9284 (within the 613 area
code)

or

613-267-4200.
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Greater Bob's Lake Landorvners Association

M.A.P.L.E.
Angu
M.A.P.L.E. (The Mutual Association for the Preservation
of the Environment) has completed a suwey of Bob's Lake.
The result is a series of books of photographs of the entire
shoreline of the lake. These books are keyed to books containing a description of each shoreline cottage, with an analysis of whether or not the lake front property requires
regeneration of its shoreline, and if it does, what type of regeneration should occur.

President
505-1401

fitawa
K2C 3 J8
(613)

BarbaraMerrill
Vice-President

USA

The survey and analysis will be available for examination
273-3729

at the Westport Public Library.

M.A.P.L.E. Shoreline Restoration Program
IS:. A cost-free, self-help progam to assist lakeshore
owners to restore natural vegetation of the shoreline on a
meter band inland from the high water mark of the lake.

l0

WFIY: Shoreline restoration is essential to minimize the
runoff into the lake from both human ad rntural sources
thercby:

o Curbing erosion
o Preventing overfertilization
o Preventing excessive warming of lake water
o Protecting the ecological balance
o Providing scenic beauty
o Reducing the growth of weeds and algae
o Increasing water clarity and purity
HOW:

1. Consider restoring 3 metres (10 feet) of shoreline this
year by planting 50 seedlings.

2. Contact kl Villenewe (613-2644614) prior to Thursday, May 27,1993 to order fiee seedlings.
3. Seedlings, along with plating advice, will be delivered
to a number ofcentral locations around the lake on Saturday,
June 5, 1993, the planting day for Bob's Lake and Crow
Lake.
4.

Consider assisting at the Spring Nursery Day, Saturday May l5ttL at the M.A.P.L.E. Nursery on Christie Lake.
Help with cutting, potting, and general clean-up would be
greatly appreciated.

Rememberz Call Ed (613-264-0614) before May 27th to
order seedlings. Keep June 5th open for planling!
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